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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a method for acquiring, spatially filtering and viewing annotated videos captured with a full field of
view multi-head camera moving along a path. We describe our
tailored ego-motion recovery algorithm used for calculating the
trajectoiy path of the panoramic head. We then focus on sampluig the plenoptic path efficientlyaccording to geomeeic visibility events. Appropriate samplings allow us to filter and compress
the panoramic images avoiding some redundancies in the image
database. We present several applications and results of plenoptic
paths either obtained fmm indoor shootings or perfectly rendered
by computer gmphics scripts.
Keywords: Image-based modeling & rendering, Plenoptic sampling, Visibility.
1. INTRODUCTION
The quest for realism in computer graphics is an endless goal. On
one hand, advances of object space rendering algorithms provide
stunning vivid images that however lack of "real-world feelings.
On the other hand image-based renderings (IBR) proceed in the
image space by modeling and analyzing image sources by means
of inverse rendering operations to provide compelling 3d environments but lack of scalability and iuteracliviry. IBRs have become
popular with Ihe introduction of photorealistic backdrops in [I]',
light fields [2,3], compressed surface light fields 141and photorealistic virtual walkhoughs of static environments (SI. Although the
later yet in ifs infancy. the algorithms often proceed by first georeferencing panoramic h e s and then synthesizing novel viewpoints by warping and combining s o m e images based on feature
matchings.

Fig. 1. (Top Lei%) Multi-camera panoramic head and recording
device loaded onto a trolley. (Top hght) Cubic environment map.
(Bottom) Equirectaugular environment map.

2. PLENOmIC FUNCTION AND PATH
The plenoptic concept [2,3] is hasedon the observation that ifone
knows the 7D h c t i o n L ( . ) = L ( X , Y , Z , e , 4 , t , X )that associates to each Cartesian point (X,
V ,Z) in 3d space E3,at any moment t m time, for any orientation (8,4) and for any wavelength X
the specbum response, then we can bypass the 3d geometric modeling lo provide interactive walkthroughs by "rendering" directly
f"the plenoptic fuuction LC). In practice, we can relax the hgh
dimensionality ofthe functioh by freeing time (i.e., considering a
static environment), choosing one wavelength (i.e., a color channel
Thanks to Sony C o w . FoulthVIEW team members for their collaborations. h t t p : / / w w . sony.C O . jp/Products/fourthviev/
'Throughout this paper, we use the most pertinant citation from which
other seminal or related papers can be found.
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- for example Red) and resbictmg the ray sampling (X, Y, 2,8,b)
toacamerapath: the l d p h o p r i c p a f h P = (Pd = (z,y,z);).
Brute force sampling of P can be acquired by moving an omnidirectional camera along a path thus discretizing P as a set of p
pointsP = {P;],=I..~.
Fromthe3ddiscretesamplingof LIP(.),
we can either consider iwerse rendering problems (e.g., find the
macroheso geometry and texture attributes, lighting conditions,
etc.) or proceed by extraplating the function for view synthesis.
Since massive acquisition is time consuming and meticulous, motorized robot carrying a panoramic head has been used for the task
in [S,61.

3. ACQUIRING A PLENOPTIC PATH
3.1. Multi-head camera
We use our inhouse multi-head camera to capture full spherical
videos. The panoramic head consists of IO CCD NTSC block
camems sharing roughly a same optical center (i.e.. nodal point)
whose overlapping field of views capture the full view (4n stem-
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Compute rough rotation sequence 0; (pixel-based method).
Compute rough translation sequence (z, y)< (feature-based
method).
Reline ( ~ . y , 6 ’ )byperiormingadense
~
global optimization
based on the initial estimations (featurr-based method taking properly into account ail parameters at once).
Since we do not need lo indicate landmarks nor initialize beforehand the path, it makes the acquisition system convenient to use.
4.1. Coarse orientations

Fig. 2. Surround image computed from a CG script

&an angle) at 60 interlaced Frames per second. We put the camera
and reconling system onto a trolley and power them wilh batteries
to freely capture surrounding environments (The trolley is pushed
manually by hands as shown in Figure I .) Algorithms forstitching,
viewitig and codiig the euvimnment maps are explained in details
in [7]. We record of the order o i p K 10000 panoramic frames
I,,i E { I ; ...,PI withhighrresolution2 (i.e.. say2048x1024 image
size for equirectangular panoramas).

Absolute orientation indicates the “Nortll’ of the panorama images. Although simple the algorithm performs well without feature matclungs. Say our images are in the equirectangulu fonnal
of size w x 11, then for each panoramic frame li we average each
coluimi pixels to get corresponding Id ring images Ri. We then
register consecutively the ring images Q . R;+I (eventually with
subpixrl accuracy [IO]) to get tlie orientation shift. ( A pixel uiut
in the rkg iniage corresponding to a shilt of
radian.) Averaging the columns can be done within a restricted latitude range
by weighting the pixels according to their corresponding vertical
subtended mgle lengths.

3.2. Computer graphics scripts

4.2. Coarse translations

We can also compute full view images and plenoptic paths using
ray tracing or radiosity softwares. We chose Povray’ to compute
surround images since its source code is disclosed‘ and some nontrivial CG scripts’ are available (see Figure 2). Working with CG
images is useful for benchmarking since it has the advantage of
having a perfect virtual surround camera (ie., no physical obstructions by devices, and no one needed to push the camera on their
knees!) and correct imageries (constant lighting. no parallax. no
noise. etc.).

Once the Unages are approxiniately oriented_ we need to find the
sequence (x,y)<. As ninst structure from motion algorithms do,
a set of Euclidean 3d points. We compute Id
we also recon~m~ct
translations hy chunks as follows: First, partition the path iiito se%ments (sequence of consecutive images) where orientations does
not chansc much. This defines a polyline where segment lengths
Xi remailmi to be calculated (see Figure 5 ) . Given the extremity
images Jd and Id+& oia chunk oilength k, we compute the translationparameter Ad froincommonly trackedfeatures’ of I d , ...,I d + a
(see Fipure 3) using standard numerical analysis. The sequence
(x,y)i is then obtained fmm (@.A), by doing polar to Cartesian
conversions.

%

4. EGOMOTION RECOVERY

We describe our simple algoritlm for recovermg the camera extrinsic positions. Since panoramic images havc no htrinsic parameter$ we end up with a Euclidran path (defined up to a scaling
factor) of spatially indexed panoramic images. GPS has been used
to roughly annotate the video of outdoor large-scale panoraniic
paths. Unfarnmately, this ends u p in too coarse positions that
can not be used for view synthesis [8. 91. Wsion algorithms have
recently proven successful in the match moving industry. where
virtual and real camera paths have to be nmtclied for visual effect productions. Based on feature tmckingsb the position tags
(x,y,O)i,iE (1,....p} ofomiiiduectionaiirnagesuecalculated.
Below. we sketch yet an easy and fast global egcmotion algorithm
for our constrained case oTa panoramic camera moving nn a fixed
height plane:

4.3. Parameter refinements

We improve numerically the sequence (x;y, 0); by correlating properly the rotations and translations in a maimer similar to methods
described in [ll. 121. Althougli crucial for view synthesis applications, here we roughly analyze combinatorial events happening
along the path so that this last step does not iniprove dramatically
the filtering process.
I . FILTERING SPATIALLY THE PLENOPTIC PATH
Once a plenoptic path has been acquired, we would like to sample/annnbte it appropriately so that “redundant” images (images
bringing not that much new information) are removed. (Sampling is also useful for progressive coding of the plenoptic path.
etc.) Chai et al. [I)] investigated the sampling of L(-) using spectral analysis. Our study is tiilored for plenoptic paths (a subset
of plenoptic functions) where geometric decomposition is used.

2See [7] for environment representations and equivalent sizes.
’ S e h t t p : //www .povray. org
4Namely, we mudify the procedure create-ray of the file
render.cpp in orddr to output OUT image i o m t hy defininga bijective
fuoclion that maps to each pixel (z. y) of the CG image its corresponding
( B , ? ) anplarcoordindes.
-Some scnpts can bc found at h t t p : //www. i r t c . org
6This approach is also mentioned in (6, I?. 111.

’We use the Kanade-Ixucas-Tomasi libraly for this purplse.
http://vision.stanford.edu/Nbirch/klt/
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Fig. 3. Features tracked from the plenoptic path sequence.

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of a visibility graph and its cell decomposition.

ure 5 ) . If S consists o f n trianglesof E' then A(S)has complexity
O(ng). However, ifwe restrict to 2dcells cut by a straight line the
complexity falls to O ( d ) and becomes tractable (the combinatw
rial~izeofallenvelopescutbyastraightlinebeingO(n~),see
the
Zone theorem [14]). Note that if we constrain the visiblily cells to
have a minimum 'Width" then the complexity becomes linear (i.e..
proportional to the path length). For indoor shooting, we consider
a floor map (often available in drawing exchange format - DXF
format) of the building to get8 the visibility gaph. Note that for
n small, we can apply a naive quadratic algorithm to compute its
restriction to a polyline. For a given visibility cell, say of volume
U and plenoptic path length intersecting it oflength 1, we chouse to
sample the path inside this cell according the ratio .: At portions
where the visibility informationchange much (i.e., going From one
large visibility cell to another), we increase locally furthermore
the sampling rate to provide smwther transitions. The database of
images can thus be reduced by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude while
keeping its semantics. For complex CG scripts having non-trivial
visibility graphs (since n i s very huge!), we can nevertheless estimate roughly the current viewpoint cell volume U as follows: each
pixelei,j afaRGBZenviromentimage (coloranddepthinformation di,; stored at each pixel) subtends a corresponding solid angle
a i , j . Since the solid angles partition the full unit sphere, we simply
add their contibution to get U =
ai,;&,;. Let us make
the assumption that if the volume change ~g~ifrcaMly.
this means
that we moved fmm one visibility cell to another. Then we can
first probe for combinatorial wen& along a given plenoptic path
and then sample it accordingly (that is render P). The sampling
for CG scripts can be done online as we incrementally planify for
the next best viewpoint along the path P.

Fig. 4. Envelope &(O) where 0 denotes the center. The thick
black lines are plylines describing the scene. The dashed starshaped polygon is the resulting envelope &(O)from 0.

One approach to reduce the number of surround images is to selectidistribute viewpoints P<uniformly along the path P proportionally to the curve length (path length parameterization). This is
ellicient ifno geometric information is available. Below, we introduce a geometric analysis of combinatorial events arising dong P.
Let 3denotes thef i e space, that is the space not occluded by any
of the n objects ofthe scene S = {SI,..., S,). F = E3\U:=,S,.
Let U 5 3be the viewable space, that is the portion of bee space
where the user is allowed to move interactively. Given a position P E U,let & ( P )denotes the lower envelope sunoundmg P
(see [I41 for a glossary of geometric terms). That is &(P) is deb) that for a given (8,4) angular
lined as the radial function r(@,
coordinates, r e m s the distance to the lirst hit object of S.if it exists, ofaray emanating from P with direction (e,$)(see Figure 4).
Note that E ( ) is not necessarily continuous. Moving P slightly
changes &(P)smoothly unless it reaches a critical combinatorial
event defined by a visibility went (occlusioddisocclusion). Let
A(S) be the partition of U into elementary visibility cells (see Fig-
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26 visibility graph
http://www.cgal.org
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actively walk along those plenoptic patlls. Ongoing research activities concentrate on further geometric modeling and sanipluig of
the pleiioptic path (including non-lambertian reflectioils. etc.), renmviig of themoving parts (mainly people moving while sensing
the environment) to get clean ‘static iniages” using optical Row.
system scalability and its automation and>last hut not least. its applications in gwnes mid telepresence.
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